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Description 

Siteimprove has created a collection of short informational videos on various topics called the 

"Breakthrough Series". They consist of a subject matter expert speaking about a topic in front of 

the camera from their home office or the Toronto office.   

The video opens to show Melissa speaking on camera for the entire length of the video. She is 

not sharing any screenshots or animations. Melissa has blonde hair and is wearing a light blue 

sweater. 

Transcript 

Melissa Wankiewicz: 

Excel can be hard for anyone to navigate but it's especially a challenge for users with disabilities 

if accessibility hasn't been considered. In this video, we're going to quickly address two major 

accessibility issues in Excel that you can easily fix.  

[Upbeat music plays. The title slide comes up with the words: Breakthrough. Siteimprove. Then 

the scene returns to Melissa speaking on camera.] 

Tip number one is to remove blank items. If there are too many blank columns, rows or sheets 

in your document, screen reader users may assume there isn't more data or they'll spend time 

checking the blank sheets when there isn't actually any information in them. If it's necessary for 

you to have some blank cells, mark them as no data instead of leaving them entirely blank. 

https://videos.siteimprove.com/en-ca/watch/TTXs8T76xhR5HSpE9zAzqh


Tip number two is to wrap text for accessibility. It's super annoying to hear screen readers say 

overflowing or cropped after every cell when the text doesn't fit inside them. So to fix this, use 

the wrap text function or manually adjust your row and column height so all of your text fits 

inside the box. To wrap text simply select a cell, column or row and then click the wrap text 

button.   

Excel also has a built-in accessibility checker. So in addition to the considerations mentioned in 

this video, make sure you're also running an inspection before sending off your document.  

That's it for me today. Make sure to check out the other videos from our team for more 

accessibility tips. 
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